
As of February 14, AirBridgeCargo Airlines (ABC) has started new twice-weekly 
Boeing 747 freighter services to Africa. 

AirBridgeCargo’s new flights will operate every Thursday and Sunday under an ACMI contract with CargoLogicAir (CLA) 
using CLA’s Air Operator Certificate (AOC) and flight numbers. The routing will start ex London Stansted (STN) via 
Frankfurt (FRA) to Libreville (LBV) and onto Johannesburg (JNB), returning to Stansted via Nairobi (NB). 

These new destinations will provide ABC’s customers with an even greater choice of delivery options while guaranteeing 
the high level of service quality delivered by ABC across its global network. The flight schedule allows for quick and 
easy connections with ABC’s existing network at its regional European gateway at Frankfurt Airport. This latest network 
expansion opens up seamless conections to major markets in Africa for ABC’s customers in North America, the Far East 
and Southeast Asia. 

“The introduction of services to Africa is a big step for our company. For the last couple of years 
AirBridgeCargo has reached the ‘high-water mark’ of its organic growth model with its focus on 
its fleet, network expansion and consistently improving the quality of its customer service. We are 
now continuing our development by expanding into other parts of the world, including by means 
of partnership with other airlines. New points of destination and origin in Africa will provide our 
customers with direct service via ABC’s stations in Europe, Asia and the U.S. We are delighted to be 
working with CargoLogicAir as our ACMI partner to create these new opportunities for our clients,” 
said Robert van de Weg, AirBridgeCargo Airlines’ Senior Vice-President for Sales & Marketing.  
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On August 2nd AirBridgeCargo Airlines (ABC) transported a 16-tonne satellite 
equipment on one of its Boeing 747-400 freighters from Toulouse in France to 
Krasnoyarsk (Russia). The shipment was loaded onto the pallet and smoothly 
transported to its destination thanks to highly professional personnel of ABC. 

AirBridgeCargo Airlines (ABC) on regular basis handles high value cargo for aerospace clients. In the first half of 
2013 ABC carried over 1,000 tonnes of aerospace equipment including other space equipment, aircraft components, 
helicopter spares and engines.

Denis Ilin, Executive President, ABC, said: “We have established a proven track record for the movement 
of highly sensitive and valuable aerospace cargoes and are now seen as a reliable transportation 
partner by clients in the industry. Our sister airline, Volga-Dnepr Airlines, works with leading aerospace 
customers for the delivery of outsize and heavyweight shipments and as part of our ‘cargo supermarket’ 
service, ABC provides a cost-efficient option for cargoes where B-747 transportation is the most viable 
solution.”   

ABC says it is also seeing the results of its focus on the product quality provided for their customers in terms of 
regularity and punctuality. More and more customers recognize ABC as a reliable service provider.

“In the current market conditions, adherence to published schedules and on-time performance are more important 
than ever and have a great impact on the choices customers make and the further development of companies. Like 
all airlines, we are aware of the need to be constantly improving our service levels to be competitive in the market and 
in support of this, we have looked at our fleet optimization programme, how we manage our route network and our 
management processes to find ways to enhance our service quality. This is already showing positive results and we will 
be increasing our efforts to continue this upward trend,” added Denis Ilin
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